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 New website up, running 
Ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-changes at Collin
College's website. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Graduation ceremonies are nigh 
Students who wish to participate in
graduation ceremonies Thursday,
May 14 must fill out Graduation
Completion Form. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Homeschoolers attend science day at Collin
College 
Homeschooled children ages
7-13 were treated to a
unique experience on March 6
at Collin College’s Central
Park Campus, where they
participated in a Science Day
exclusively for them.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Q&A: David Pennachetti 
Newish culinary professor makes
beverages look good.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Library helps group projects go big 
New big screens at Spring Creek Campus set up for group
projects. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Welcome to the jungle: Center hosts speaker
to talk about crime, neighborhoods 
As an extended part of its annual Book-in-Common
program, the Center for Scholarly and Civic Engagement
will host guest speaker Dr. Danielle Lavin-Loucks, who will
present Guns and Roses: The Relationship of Crime and
Neighborhoods” 10-11:15 a.m., Tuesday, April 14, at the
Spring Creek Campus Conference Center.
[Click Here for Full Story] 
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 College News 
Keeping up Collin College's good name in the
headlines. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Campus Dates 
Tons of stuff to do at Collin College.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Cougar Links 
The face of the Bard, going cheap and green and
much more in Cougar Links.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 The Write Way 
As a change of pace from featuring word usage and
general writing hints, this column could better be titled “The
Right Way” because it focuses instead on correct
pronunciation.
[Click Here for Full Story] 
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New website up, running 

Collin College debuted a new look for its website today at
www.ccccd.edu . The facelift includes changes in
navigation, design and branding to create a user-friendly
web experience for prospective students, parents and
college supporters.
 
Users of the renovated website will find new sections
showcasing an alumni gallery, feature stories, animated
homepage vignettes, videos, podcasts, a catalog archive,
and more. 
 
Last summer, the college introduced CougarWeb, a one-
stop portal available 24/7 in which students view and
register for classes, pay tuition, check financial aid awards,
access their email and  communicate with classmates and
professors. The launch of CougarWeb, which addresses
the needs of current students, made it possible for the
college to redesign its public website for additional
audiences. CougarWeb is also used by college faculty and
staff for information on benefits, payroll and
announcements.
 
Some web pages will relocate to CougarWeb, particularly
links for current students and employees. A handy “Where
to Find?” guide is posted on the homepage and directs
website visitors to the new location of popular topics.
 
For technical questions or problems contact Web Services
at webservices@ccccd.edu . For feedback, contact Public
Relations at news@ccccd.edu .
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Graduation ceremonies are nigh 

Collin College will host its commencement ceremonies at 7
p.m., Thursday, May 14, at The University of Texas at
Dallas.
 
Graduating students who would like to participate in the
ceremony must complete a Graduation Completion Form
and return it to the Admissions and Records office at the
Central Park Campus, Room D118, Preston Ridge
Campus, Room F109 or Spring Creek Campus, Room
G103, or mail it to Collin College, Admission and Records
Office, 9700 Wade Blvd., Frisco, 75053. A form should
have been mailed to the graduate. If not, contact the
Admission and Records office.
 
Graduation merchandise will be available in Collin College
bookstores beginning Wednesday, April 15. Caps and
gowns must be purchased by 5 p.m., Wednesday, May 13.
Graduates will need to return the participation form to
Admissions and Records Office prior to purchasing cap and
gown.
 
Caps, gowns and/or thank you cards can be purchased at
any campus bookstore, except the Courtyard Campus.
Announcements are only available at the Spring Creek
Campus bookstore.
 
If you have any questions, call the bookstore at any of the
three campuses: Central Park Campus, 972.548.6680;
Preston Ridge Campus, 972.377.1680; and Spring Creek
Campus, 972.881.5680.
 
If you have any questions about graduation or the
Graduation Completion Form, call the Admissions and
Records office at 972.377.1747 or 972.377.1647.
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Homeschoolers attend science day at
Collin College 
By Justin Jones
Special Contributor

Homeschooled children ages 7-13 were treated to a
unique experience on March 6 at Collin College’s Central
Park Campus, where they participated in a Science Day
exclusively for them.

“This is important because homeschooled kids don’t have
the facilities that you will find in [public] school,” Dr. Donna
Cain, a Collin College microbiology professor, said. “This
allows them to come here and use some of our resources.
The kids had a lot of fun.”

Rotating through three different labs, more than 20
homeschoolers performed hands-on experiments involving
anatomy and physiology such as dissecting cow eyeballs,
looking at cells under a microscope and examining DNA
isolation.

“I just want to say thank you, thank you and thank you to
the college for allowing us to come up here. I am very glad
that other places are opening opportunities like this to
homeschoolers,” Alec Hendricks, 13, said while dissecting
a cow eyeball. “I like science because you get to find out
stuff and I’m having so much fun here.”

From a parent’s perspective, Sara Vale said this is event is
awesome and will add so much to the students’ education.
“We are all really grateful to Collin College for having this,”
Vale said, while watching her son, Vinjai Vale's Vale, 8,
dissect animals. “It’s exciting just watching how much fun
the kids are having.”

“I really liked the DNA testing part,” Owen Preece, 7, said.
“I like science because you can do things physically and
experiment with all of this stuff.”

Aside from eating pizza, the students also had the
opportunity to eat ice cream, only they made the dessert,
with the help of Collin College chemists, using liquid
nitrogen. 

“We are training tomorrow’s scientists,” Cain said, adding
that she would like to make this an annual event. “There is
definitely a shortage of math and science education and
we are trying to help fill that gap.”
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Alec Hendricks, 13, happily shows off a cow eyeball he dissected on a Science
Day uniquely designed for homeschool students March 6 at Collin  College’s
Central Park Campus in McKinney. Hendricks was one of more than 20
homeschoolers ages 7-13 who participated.

Homeschool students who participated in a Science Day just for them March 6
at College College’s Central Park Campus have fun dissecting cow eyeballs.

Elodea, a water plant,  is just one the of many different scientific things that
homeschool students studied on a Science Day exclusively for them March 6 at
College College’s Central Park Campus in McKinney.
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Alec Hendricks, 13, (left) eagerly looks on as Jeff Beck, a Collin  College lab
instructor, looks through a microscope during Science Day for homeschoolers
March 6 at Collin  College’s Central Park Campus in McKinney.

Vinjai Vale, 8, was one of more than 20 homeschool students who participated
in Science Day March 6 at Collin  College’s Central Park Campus in
McKinney.

Homeschool students who participated in a Science Day just for them March 6
at the Central Park Campus in McKinney watched Collin  College chemists
make ice cream using liquid nitrogen.
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Q&A: David Pennachetti 

David Pennachetti
Professor, Beverage Management
 
What is beverage management?
What does the course entail?
Beverage management includes the
preparation and service of spirits,
beer, wine and non-alcohol offerings
for the hospitality industry.
 
The new Beverage Management
course covers a variety of topics including:
 

History of the industry including Prohibition
Responsible Alcohol Service
Developing a Bar/Beverage Business
Bar Equipment & Design
Spirits – types and productions methods
Wine – types, production methods, sales & service
Beer – types and productions methods
Bar Sanitation & Setup
Drink Making (also known as Mixology)
Purchasing, Receiving, Storage and Inventory

What was your inspiration of getting into the beverage
side of culinary arts?
One of my jobs as a manager at Maggiano’s Little Italy
was to handle purchasing all the beverages for the
restaurant. We had an extensive wine and spirits program
and I began reading and attending trade events to expand
my knowledge so I could educate my staff. It became
more interesting and my staff wanted to learn more which
challenged me to become an expert. I began to work with
our chefs to develop themed wine events that paired
specific foods with wines from around the world. A few
years later I was promoted to the beverage director for all
Maggiano’s restaurants nationwide.
 
How do you become a wine guru?
I believe it starts with a passion to learn more. Wine is a
complex beverage and there are hundreds of different
types from a variety of countries. It’s important to expand
your knowledge by reading, tasting and visiting the wine
regions of the world. There are also a variety of wine
organizations in our industry such as The Court Master
Sommeliers and Masters of Wine that can help you achieve
wine certifications.
 
Where are your favorite places to dine in the area?
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Jasper’s, CRU Wine Bar, Mi Cocina and The Keg
 
What made you want to teach?
I’ve been involved with training at new restaurant openings
for many years and it’s exciting to see people become
more comfortable and confident on a subject matter.
Teaching allows me to share my experience with students
to help them prepare for the industry with respect to
product knowledge, hospitality and service technique.
 
As a beverage and wine expert, did the film
“Sideways” bug you or entertain you?
I liked the movie because it helped shine a light on the
Pinot Noir grape that was somewhat unknown and
misunderstood at the time. Some of the best scenes for
me were when Miles and Jack tasted wines and used
“wine geek speak” to describe them. As a wine expert, I
found it interesting that the movie focused on the
seductiveness of Pinot Noir and the generic trait of Merlot,
yet Miles drinks his treasured 1961 Cheval Blanc which is
predominantly made with Cabernet Franc grape.
 
What’s been the most rewarding aspect of teaching?
Helping people understand and find some part of the
hospitality and beverage industry they are passionate about
to begin a career.
 
Can you comment on how beverages affect the
senses?
When it comes to wine, I follow the four S’s when tasting -
- see, smell, sip and savor. Seeing the color and
concentration of a wine can help you determine its age and
texture level. Smelling the wine can be broken down into
two parts - aroma and bouquet. Aroma provides a hint as
to the grape characteristics while the bouquet gives insight
into the wine-making technique. Smelling the wine also
provides insight into the level of alcohol. Sipping allows the
wine to interact with the tongue to highlight different things
– front (sweet), side (sour) and back (astringency).
Savoring the wine after drinking identifies the texture or
body style.
 
Can a beverage make or break a meal?
Great beverages can help accentuate a meal with an
effortless transition between drinking and eating. Normally,
food and beverage pairings are classified by either
complementing to contrasting. A classic complement
pairing is tangy Chianti wine with the acidity of tomato
sauce. A classic contrast pairing is a dry red wine such as
Cabernet Sauvignon with a juicy steak.
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Library helps group projects go big 
The Spring Creek Library has developed two group study
areas for use by students using a computer in a
collaborative project. The study area provides a 50-inch
LCD computer monitor to which students can attach their
own, or a library, laptop computer. 
 
Each study area allows a student to operate a laptop,
while fellow students observe on a large flat-screen
monitor. One study area is next to the library’s first floor
computer lab, while the other is in a large study room on
the second floor. Cables for attaching a laptop to the large
screen are provided by the library.
 
The library staff has observed that students are often
working on projects in the library while huddled around a
desktop or laptop screen. The new large monitors give
students a comfortable work space in which to collaborate
on a class project. 
 
The library is open to students seven days a week and
provides an open computer lab, as well the group study
areas with large monitors.
 
For more information, contact Alan Pippin at 972.881.5910
or e-mail apippin@ccccd.edu.
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Welcome to the jungle: Center hosts
speaker to talk about crime,
neighborhoods 
As an extended part of its annual Book-in-Common
program, the Center for Scholarly and Civic Engagement
will host guest speaker Dr. Danielle Lavin-Loucks, who will
present Guns and Roses: The Relationship of Crime and
Neighborhoods” 10-11:15 a.m., Tuesday, April 14, at the
Spring Creek Campus Conference Center.

The event is free and open to the public.

This year’s Book-in-Common was “All Souls” by Michael
Patrick McDonald, which told the harrowing tale of living in
the south Boston slums during the 1970s amid crime, drug
use, suicide, race riots and more.

Dr. Lavin-Loucks is the director of strategic planning and
evaluation for Education is Freedom and holds and
academic appointment as a clinical faculty in the
criminology program at The University of Texas at Dallas.
Her research and teaching interests include prisoner
reentry, qualitative methods, social problems, media and
crime. Her publications have appeared in numerous
journals, including the American Sociological Review.
A member of the American Sociological Association, the
American Society of Criminology and the Midwest
Sociological Society, prior to joining Education is Freedom,
Dr. Lavin-Loucks also served as the associate director of
the J. McDonald Williams Institute.

For more information, call 972.881.5900 or e-mail
csce@ccccd.edu .
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College News 

J. Robert Collins, chairman of the
Collin College Board of Trustees, was
profiled in the March-April 2009 issue of
Texas Aggie, as a member of Texas
A&M University’s Engineering Advisory
Council.

Angela Putman, professor of speech
communication, had an op-ed titled
“Getting to know students, Facebook to
Facebook” published in the Feb. 27
edition of the Community College Times. 

Dr. Nell Ard, director of Nursing, co-authored an article
titled “Summary of the Survey on Clinical Education in
Nursing” in Nursing Education Perspectives, the official
journal of the National League for Nursing. Also, Dr. Ard
was appointed to the National League for Nursing’s Public
Policy Committee for 2009-2012. This committee serves in
an advisory role to the NLN Board of Governors.

Keith Volanto, professor of history, co-authored a Texas
history textbook, Beyond Myths and Legends: A Narrative
History of Texas.

Elaine Wilkinson,
professor and chair of
Education and Child
Development, and
Sharon Hirschy,
professor of child
development, published
a new textbook titled
Protecting Our Children:
Understanding and
preventing abuse and
neglect in early childhood.

Brenda Carter, dean, and professors Michael
McConachie, Cathy Donald-Whitney and Martha
Tolleson of the Central Park Campus Academic Affairs
department conducted a roundtable discussion at the 18th
Annual International Leadership Conference for Post-
Secondary Leaders Worldwide March 4. The topic of the
discussion was Culture: Where You Are + Who You Are =
Leadership.

International Day 2009
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Representatives from different countries paraded around the Spring Creek
Campus Atrium during International Day March 26.
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Entertainment -- from dancing, singing, instrumentation -- continued
throughout the day including this Scottish group.

A singer entertains with an international flair.

Collin  College President Cary Israel accepts an international greeting.
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Booths set  up around the atrium included books, food, information and much
more from around the world.
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Campus Dates 
THE ARTS gallery will page a page from a number of local
and international artists’ books for an upcoming exhibition
titled “Hidden Between Covers: Artists’ Books
Exhibition” through Sunday, April 11. “Hidden Between
Covers” takes a detailed look at the different binding
techniques – from traditional to unique, alternative
approaches. A reception is set from 6:30-9 p.m., Friday,
April 3. THE ARTS gallery hours are: Monday-Thursday, 9
a.m.-8 p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m.-2
p.m. For more information about this show or future shows,
visit the gallery’s website at  or call 972.881.5873. 

The Collin College Job Fair is set from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.,
Wednesday, April 1, at the Spring Creek Campus Atrium.
“Dollars and Sense: Invest in Your Future” is free and open
to the public. Full- and part-time employment will be
available including professional, technical and service
positions. Internships may be available. For more
information, call Career Services and Cooperative Work
Experience at 972.881.5781 or visit 
www.ccccd.edu/studentservices/cs.html. 

Collin College’s Auteur Film Series will present The Visitor
at 7 p.m., Wednesday, April 1, at the Spring Creek
Campus Conference Center. The film is rated PG-13 and
runs 108 minutes. The story follows Walter Vale, an
unassuming economics professor who finds a couple,
Tarek and Zainab, squatting in his apartment. Striking up
an unusual friendship with the couple, Walter helps them
out, especially when Tarek is thrown into a detention
center after being caught living in the country illegally. For
more information, visit the Auteur Film Series webpage.

Collin College will host the Educator’s Symposium
Friday-Saturday, April 3-4, at the Spring Creek Campus
Conference Center. At 7 p.m., Friday April 3, the college
will host keynote speaker Brandon Walker. Saturday
events include break-out sessions for teachers,
administrators, students, childcare workers and parents. 

The 8th annual Talent Show is set for 7 p.m., Saturday,
April 4, at the John Anthony Theatre. The theatre is
located at the Spring Creek Campus, 2800 E. Spring Creek
Parkway in Plano. Tickets will be sold at the door. The
event will feature a number of Collin College students
performing various acts including vocals, music, dance and
more. For more information, contact Kathy Morgan at
kmorgan@ccccd.edu or Tiffanee Arnold at
tarnold@ccccd.edu. 
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The Collin College Lions Club is sponsoring a celebration
of the 200th anniversary of the creation of Braille from
noon-1:30 p.m., Thursday, April 9, in the Spring Creek
Campus atrium. The event will feature Whitney Gregory,
the executive director of Visual Aid Volunteers. Gregory
and Visual Aid Volunteer staff will provide hands-on
learning activities. The event is free and open to the public.
For additional information, please contact Don Weasenforth
at dweasenforth@ccccd.edu or 972.881.5970.

The Spring Collin Dance Ensemble Concert is set for 8
p.m., Friday, April 17, and 2 p.m. and 8 p.m., Saturday,
April 18, at the John Anthony Theatre located at the Spring
Creek Campus. Tickets are $5 for general admission and
$3 for students and senior citizens. Visit the Collin Dance
Ensemble webpage at http://www.ccccd.edu/dance/ for
more information. 

Collin College applied graphic design students’ work will be
on display at an upcoming show at THE ARTS gallery.
“Energy 4” is the annual exhibition featuring graphic
design, 2D and 3D animation, web-interactive media, game
art and digital video. It will run from Monday, April 20-
Saturday, May 9. The gallery is located at the Spring Creek
Campus, 2800 E. Spring Creek Parkway in Plano. A
reception for “Energy 4” is set for 6 p.m., Thursday, April
30. THE ARTS gallery hours are: Monday-Thursday, 9
a.m.-8 p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m.-2
p.m. For more information about this show or future shows,
visit the gallery’s website at
www.ccccd.edu/THEARTSgallery or call 972.881.5873. 

The film Persepolis will be screened as part of the
college’s Auteur Film Series at 7 p.m., Thursday, April 23,
at the Angelika Film Center, The Shops at Legacy, 7205
Bishop Road, Plano. The event is free. The film is rated
PG-13 and runs 95 minutes. In 1979, when Marjane is 10
years old, her life in Iran changes overnight. Girls and boys
have to use different doors to enter the school. She has to
cover herself with a long dark robe. Grownups around her
begin to disappear, and she has several close encounters
with the country's morality police. As she becomes a young
woman, Marjane tries living both abroad and in Iran,
struggling to find a home that offers freedom, safety and
love. For more information, visit the Auteur Film Series
webpage.

The Collin Dance Ensemble Spring Informal Concert is
set for 8 p.m., Friday, April 30 and Saturday, May 1, at the
John Anthony Theatre located at the Spring Creek
Campus. Tickets are $5 for general admission and $3 for
students and senior citizens. Visit the Collin Dance
Ensemble webpage at http://www.ccccd.edu/dance/ for
more information.

The Texas All-Star Jazz Camp 2009 is set from Sunday-
Friday, July 19-24, at the Spring Creek Campus
Conference Center. Special guest artists include Bill
Holman and Gregg Bissonette. Students 13 years or older
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with at least one year of study on their instrument are
welcome to apply. Tuition is $265 and $310 with lunch. For
more information, contact Kris Berg at 972.881.5108 or e-
mail him at kberg@ccccd.edu.
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Cougar Links 
Thanks to all of those who have given feedback to Cougar
Links and have shared some of their favorite things online
with the rest of the college.
 
If you’d like to share, send any links to
mrobinson@ccccd.edu.
 
Cheap and Green
Honda shows off it’s newest toy: The Insight, a sub-$20K
hybrid. Due out in 2010.
  
The tree does make a sound when it falls
“The good news is reality exists.” Thank goodness.
 
Shakespeare?
“False face must hide what the false heart doth know.”
 
The other Gates
“You have to ask yourself, Are we going to feed people or
sit behind ivory towers and argue about how to do it? I
want people to live and to survive, so we will get out there
and try something. If it doesn’t work, we will try something
else. And we will keep trying until we find something that
works.”
 
The reshaping of America
"By what they destroy, what they leave standing, what
responses they catalyze, and what space they clear for
new growth, most big economic shocks ultimately leave the
economic landscape transformed."
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The Write Way 
As a change of pace from featuring word usage and
general writing hints, this column could better be titled “The
Right Way” because it focuses instead on correct
pronunciation. Students enrolled in speech classes may
find the information here especially useful.

For ease of reading, the following list is arranged
alphabetically.

Athlete: Before adding an extra sound that causes us to
mispronounce this word, we need to note that the word
only has two syllables, namely: ath-lete, NOT ath-A-lete.

Diptheria: We mistakenly apply a “ph” sound instead of a
pure “f” sound to this word.  Instead, pronounce it DIF-
theria.  Readers of the short story “Use of Force” should
find this explanation especially helpful.

Disastrous: This word has three syllables, not four. 
Pronounce it as di-ZAS’-trus, not as di-ZAS’-ter-us.

Electoral: Many of us are accustomed to accenting the
third syllable when we should instead accent the SECOND
one and pronounce it this way: e-LEC’ toral.  (Moreover,
the word’s ending does not have an “i” sound; it is not e-
lec’tor-I-al.)

Et cetera: That we usually abbreviate this Latin word pair
(etc.) probably gives rise in an uncharacteristic way to our
mispronouncing et cetera with an “ex” OR “ek” sound
instead of a “t” sound (“et”).   Pronounce and use it in your
academic writing as two words (et means “and”; cetera
means “the rest”). 

Err: This word should rhyme with “FUR,” not with “air” or
“error.”  Nothing gets more perplexed faces in my
classroom than does the adage “To err is human, to
forgive divine” correctly pronounced with the “fur” sound. 
In fact, some students ask me, “Don’t you mean “To air is
human?”

Especially: Like the “x” or “k” sound we occasionally hear
in et cetera, we sometimes hear an “x” sound in this word. 
We need to keep the pure “s” sound following the first
letter “e.”

Forte: Although this word is spelled "forte,” unless we are
speaking of music, we must pronounce it as fort without an
“a” sound ending.  (This is another one of those words
many of us likely inherited from parents mistakenly
believing the word needed a saucy foreign flavor.)

Heinous: Even well-known news anchors mispronounce
this word with three syllables and a “he” sound instead of a
“HAY” sound (he-in-nus instead of HAY-NUS). 
Expectations of proper pronunciation from our news
anchors notwithstanding, we should not follow their errant
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mispronunciation.

Height: Unlike the word width, this word does NOT have
a “th” ending.  Think of “high”; then add a “t” sound.

Hierarchy: Up we go, higher and higher!  This is, in fact,
how we may wish to remember that the word is NOT
pronounced HIGH-arky but rather is pronounced HIGHER-
arky.

Intents and purposes: This expression (even though a
cliché) is frequently misspoken as “for all intensive
purposes” when it should be “for all intents and purposes.”

Lambaste: Again, this is a word radio and television
commentators frequently mispronounce.  The ending uses
the long “a” (baste) as in a recipe’s direction to baste the
turkey, NOT as “lam-bass.”

Mayoral:  (Correct pronunciation matches that of
“electoral.”)

Miniature: We must not forget to pronounce the “a” in the
third syllable.  In other words, the word sounds like mini-A-
ture, not mini-ture.

Mischievous: Unlike the word above, the fault lies in
ADDING a sound not included in the word.  If we think of
the word mischief and pronounce it that way, we won’t add
an “i” sound after the letter “v”( “mis-chif-us”). 

Nuclear: A certain president mispronounces this word as
nu-clu-ear, not nu-clear, and thus sets himself up for
public ridicule.  Thinking of “new” and “clear” when you
pronounce this word avoids his error: “nu-clear.”

Often: This word never requires the sound of the “t.”  Just
say “ofen.”

Pastoral: Pronunciation matches that of “electoral” and
“mayoral.”

Prerogative: Why we often replace the prefix “pre” in
prerogative with “per” is perplexing.  The correct
pronunciation is “PRE-rog-a-tive,” NOT “PER-rog-a-tive.”

Percolate: We need not add a “u” sound in place of the
“o” sound in this word, yet we often do just that. (To
compound the word’s frequent mispronunciation, we even
misuse the word to mean an upward when it should mean
a downward direction.)

Prostate: Omit the “r” in the ending to avoid the common
mispronunciation of this word (“pros-tate,” NOT “pros-
strate.”  (We probably have in mind the word prostrate, a
word that can mean flat or exhausted, when we misspell or
mispronounce this word.)

Supposedly: Perhaps it’s a matter or carelessness instead
of a lack of knowledge that leads some to add letters and
a “b” ending to this word (“supposebly,” but, regardless of
the reason, we must pronounce it with a distinct “d”
ending).

Triathlon: Inserting an extra syllable is a typical error to
avoid (“tri-ath-i-lon”).

Verbiage: The common tendency here, in contrast with the
previous word, is to omit the “i” (“ver-bage”). Pronouncing it
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correctly will help you avoid misspelling it.

Zoology: We probably think of a zoo because of the
spelling of this discipline and thus mispronounce zoology
with a “zoo” instead of a correct “ZO” sound  (rhyming with
“so”).

Note: Students wishing improved writing skills will find
useful links to a dozen or so English grammar sites at
http://iws.ccccd.edu/jmiller/jmiller.htm .  I always welcome
comments and questions: jmiller@ccccd.edu .
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